
8 6 4 0

bullets, phrases, own words; on 

topic and relevant; notes match 

info on slides

bullets, phrases, own words; 

mostly on topic and relevant; 

mostly match info on slides

bullets, mostly phrases/own 

words/ may not be enough or 

match info on slides

It's all in my head…

10 8 6 0

Information is accurate, relevant 

to topic and well summarized

Information is accurate, mostly 

relevant to topic and well 

summarized

Information may have 

inaccuracies or may not be well 

chosen

read my mind, not my 

slide

6 5 3 0

exceptionally layed out with 

relevant image(s) and url/link 

and text. 

well layed out, image relevant 

with url/link and text

images are related to topic but 

lack url/link
pictures?

5 4 3 0

sources cited in proper format; 

all sources used for content are 

included

sources cited in proper format 

but have minimal errors; all 

sources used for content are 

included

sources cited with some 

significant errors/most sources 

used for content are included

We were supposed to 

do a bibliography?

5 4 3 1

Group delegates and shares 

responsibilities effectively.  

Group members support each 

other and are on task in their 

work together.

Group delegates and shares 

most responsibilities effectively.  

Group members support each 

other and are mostly on task in 

their work together.

Group delegates and shares 

responsibilities somewhat 

effectively.  Group members 

support each other some and are 

on task in their work together.

I worked with a  group?

5 4 3 0

well rehearsed, clear and loud 

voice, even pacing, good eye 

contact

shows some preparation, may 

have quiet voice or difficulty with 

eye contact/pacing

minimal evidence of preparation, 

may be difficult to understand, 

does not look at audience 

I had to present? To the 

class?

Presentation

Notes

Slides- Content

Slides- Layout

1 image/slide 

min, linked or 

url

Bibliography

*at least one 

book (not all 

internet)

Groupwork


